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Abstract
The hypothesis that focal scalp EEG and
MEG interictal epileptiform activity can
be modelled by single dipoles or by a lim-
ited number of dipoles was examined.
The time course and spatial distribution
of interictal activity recorded simulta-
neously by surface electrodes and by elec-
trodes next to mesial temporal structures
in 12 patients being assessed for epilepsy
surgery have been studied to estimate the
degree of confinement of neural activity
present during interictal paroxysms, and
the degree to which volume conduction
and neural propagation take part in the
diffusion of interictal activity. Also,
intrapatient topographical correlations
of ictal onset zone and deep interictal
activity have been studied. Correlations
between the amplitudes of deep and sur-
face recordings, together with previous
reports on the amplitude of scalp signals
produced by artificially implanted
dipoles suggest that the ratio of deep to
surface activity recorded during inter-
ictal epileptiform activity on the scalp is
around 1:2000. This implies that most
such activity recorded on the scalp does
not arise from volume conduction from
deep structures but is generated in the
underlying neocortex. Also, time delays
of up to 220 ms recorded between inter-
ictal paroxysms at different recording
sites show that interictal epileptiform
activity can propagate neuronally within
several milliseconds to relatively remote
cortex. Large areas of archicortex and
neocortex can then be simultaneously or
sequentially active via three possible
mechanisms: (1) by fast association
fibres directly, (2) by fast association
fibres that trigger local phenomena
which in turn give rise to sharp/slow
waves or spikes, and (3) propagation
along the neocortex. The low ratio of
deep-to-surface signal on the scalp and
the simultaneous activation of large
neocortical areas can yield spurious
equivalent dipoles localised in deeper
structures. Frequent interictal spike
activities can also take place indepen-
dently in areas other than the ictal onset
zone and their interictal propagation to
the surface is independent of their capac-
ity to trigger seizures. It is concluded
that: (1) the deep-to-surface ratios of
electromagnetic fields from deep sources
are extremely low on the scalp; (2) single

dipoles or a limited number of dipoles
are not adequate models for interictal
activity for surgical assessment; (3) the
correct localisation of the onset of
interictal activity does not necessarily
imply the onset of seizures in the region
or in the same hemisphere. It is sug-
gested that, until volume conduction and
neurophysiological propagation can be
distinguished, semiempirical correla-
tions between symptomatology, surgical
outcome, and detailed presurgical
modelling of the neocortical projection
patterns by combined MEG, EEG, and
MRI could be more fruitfil than source
localisation with unrealistic source
models.

(JNeurolNeurosurg Psychiatry 1994;57:435-449)

A successful outcome of resective surgery for
epilepsy depends on the localisation of an
epileptogenic zone in nervous tissue that is
structurally and functionally abnormal.
Recent developments in medical imaging have
provided a substantial improvement in the
localisation of structural lesions. The need for
identification of functional abnormalities,
however, still demands recording the onset of
ictal activity in a high proportion of patients
assessed for surgery for epilepsy. In particular,
deep temporal and frontal structures are often
involved in the genesis of epileptic seizures
and the localisation of the ictal onset zone
may require the chronic implantation of
intracranial electrodes. Presently, attention to
the onset and propagation of ictal events is
usually emphasised during the interpretation
of intracranial recordings (for reviews, see
Wieser' and Spencere). Interictal paroxysmal
events (spikes and sharp waves) are, however,
recorded from both deep and superficial
structures. These can help the understanding
of neurophysiological mechanisms involved in
the generation of scalp epileptiform activity
and the clinical interpretation of scalp elec-
troencephalograms. The analysis of scalp
interictal activity has been suggested as an
alternative to intracranial recordings, largely
based on the assumption that synchronised
neural activity remains relatively localised
during interictal paroxysms. Accordingly, the
electric and magnetic fields generated on or
around the scalp by interictal epileptic activity
have been analysed to localise epileptogenic
foci.>7 The models often assume that cellular
currents produced by synchronised neuronal
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activity (primary or impressed currents)
generate an electromagnetic field, which in
turn induces secondary currents in the sur-
rounding conducting medium (volume cur-
rents). In principle, both impressed and
volume currents can contribute to the ampli-
tude of the scalp electric and magnetic fields
(electroencephalogram (EEG) and magneto-
encephalogram, (MEG)). Several algorithms
have been developed to localise the impressed
currents from scalp EEG or MEG measure-
ments. Most methods model the impressed
current as a current dipole or a restricted
number of dipoles.8-'0

Although source localisation by means of
scalp EEG modelling has now been used for
over 15 years, it has never become a standard
clinical tool. It is presumed that one of the
reasons is that volume currents resulting from
inhomogeneities in medium conductivity or
differences between the assumed geometrical
head model and the real head shape can
smear or displace source localities. It can be
demonstrated that, in a spherical conductor,
the component of the extemal magnetic field
normal to the surface does not contain contri-
butions from volume currents.1' This has
motivated several investigators to evaluate
interictal MEG recordings as a non-invasive
alternative to deep recording for localising
epileptogenic foci during preoperative assess-
ment. Various publications have claimed that
scalp MEG can be successfully used for this
purpose.346 12 Nevertheless, Cohen et al found
that EEG and MEG achieved similar accu-
racy in localising current dipoles generated by
intracranial electrodes implanted in patients.'3
This finding has triggered a lively discussion
among MEG researchers.'4

Surprisingly, although theoretical physical
models of interictal activity have been thor-
oughly discussed, the neurophysiological
mechanisms involved in interictal phenomena
in humans and their correlations with ictal
events are little understood. Moreover, as well
as the potential relevance of scalp EEG and
MEG activities in non-invasive surgical
assessment, a neurophysiological understanding
of interictal activity would be highly useful to the
clinician, as most electroencephalographic
studies carried out on patients with epilepsy
are based on interictal recordings.

In the present paper we have analysed
human interictal activity recorded simultane-
ously by surface electrodes and deep elec-
trodes situated in or near mesial temporal
structures and sometimes in the frontal lobe.
Three main topics are considered: (1) the
degree of confinement of neural activity dur-
ing interictal paroxysms, (2) the degree to
which instantaneous volume conduction
(electromagnetic propagation) and neural
conduction take part in the propagation of
interictal activity, and (3) the topographical
relation between interictal and early ictal
activity. We discuss the complexities associ-
ated with interictal events, their influence in
the localising capabilities of scalp recordings,
and comment on the most appropriate mathe-
matical models for the source.

Methods
Intracranial and scalp EEG recordings of
interictal events from 12 patients under tele-
metric presurgical assessment for epilepsy
surgery have been studied. Patient ages were
between 22 and 45 (mean 29.7) years.
Antiepileptic medication was reduced or with-
drawn if seizures were not recorded by the
second or third day of telemetry.

PATIENT SELECTION
All patients had partial epilepsy refractory to
medical treatment, had complex partial
seizures, and were not considered candidates
for hemispherectomy, callosotomy or for
"lesionectomy" (on grounds of lack of a
discrete lesion on neuroimaging at a site con-
cordant with clinical, interictal EEG, and
neuropsychological findings). At our centre,
74% of patients referred for epilepsy surgery
fall in this category and undergo telemetry
with intracranial foramen ovale (FO) elec-
trodes. Failure to demonstrate a probable
temporal ictal onset zone or non-convergence
between different sources of evidence con-
cerning the likely source of seizures leads to
further investigation by stereoelectroencep-
halography (SEEG). For a more detailed
account of considerations that presently lead
to selection for intracranial recordings, see
Binnie et al."5

RECORDING PROTOCOLS
Patients with scalp and FO electrodes (six
patients)
A flexible bundle of six electrodes was
inserted bilaterally through the FO under
fluoroscopic control. 16 Each electrode con-
sisted of a 0 1 mm stainless steel isolated wire
with a 5 mm recording contact. Contacts
from contiguous electrodes were located 10
mm apart along the bundle. Electrodes in the
same bundle are labelled from 1 (the most
superficial contact) to 6 (the deepest contact).
Postinsertion radiography was performed to
confirm that the FO electrode was lying
between the mesial aspect of the temporal
lobe and the brainstem. A full set of standard
EEG electrodes was attached to the scalp
according to the Maudsley system, which pro-
vides a more comprehensive coverage of the
temporal regions than does the standard inter-
national 10/20 system. 17 Telemetry, which
included simultaneous FO and scalp record-
ings, was started less than 36 hours after FO
electrode implantation and continued for one to
two weeks.

Patients with subdural and intracerebral
electrodes (six patients)
A frontocentral trephine was performed to
implant subdural seven-electrode bundles
along the orbitofrontal, laterofrontal, anterior
temporal, posterior temporal, and parietal
surfaces of both cerebral hemispheres. Each
subdural electrode consisted of a 0 1 mm
stainless steel isolated cable. Contacts of the
three deepest contiguous electrodes (labelled
7, 6, or 5) were 2-5 mm long and their centres
were located 5 mm apart along the bundle.
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Contacts from the four more superficial elec-
trodes (labelled 4, 3, 2, or 1) were 5 mm long
and their centres were situated 10 mm apart
along the bundle. Intracerebral electrodes of
similar characteristics were bilaterally
implanted under CT control in the amygdala,
anterior and posterior hippocampus, and
occasionally in the medial frontal region. 18
Telemetric recording from intracerebral and
subdural electrodes commenced three to
seven days after implantation and continued
for up to three weeks. Scalp EEG was
recorded in one patient simultaneously with
intracerebral and subdural recordings to esti-
mate the signal attenuation produced by the
skull and scalp.

Although FO electrodes are subdural
electrodes in the sense that they are immersed
in the subdural space, they supposedly
record from deep brain structures (mesial
temporal structures). Therefore we grouped
FO and intracerebral electrodes as "deep
electrodes" to simplify terminology in this
paper. We will generically designate scalp
electrodes in patients with FO insertions
and subdural electrodes in patients with
intracerebral electrodes as "surface elec-
trodes", as they lie over the convexity of the
neocortex.

RECORDING SYSTEM AND ANALYSIS
Cable telemetry of 32 or 64 channels was
used for data acquisition (Telefactor
Beekeeper system). Data were digitalised at
200 Hz and band filtered (high pass cutoff
frequency at 0-3 Hz and low pass cutoff
frequency at 70 Hz). The system input range
was 2 mV and data were digitalised with a 12 bit
analog-to-digital converter (an amplitude reso-
lution of 0-488 ,uV). All data were recorded as
common reference. Pz was used as common
reference during display of data from patients
with FO electrodes. For data display from
intracerebral electrodes the selection of the
reference varied, but was usually a remote
scalp reference. Sections of 10-20 minutes of
interictal recordings from each patient were
transcribed on to hard disk and paper. The
topography and waveform of interictal events
occurring within the transcribed sections were
studied visually (a total of 651 events) and 45
spikes and sharp waves were selected for
computer analysis. Although most patients
showed more than one type of interictal event
regarding waveform and spatial distribution,
all events selected for computer analysis ful-
filled two criteria: (1) they appeared as sharp
spikes or spikes in at least one of the recording
sites (events consisting solely of a paroxysmal
burst of slow activity, with no spike compo-
nent in any recording channel, were dis-
carded). (2) Their waveform and topography
occurred relatively frequently and consistently
within each patient.

Selected interictal events were saved on
floppy disks and data analysis was carried out
on an IBM compatible personal computer
with software developed in Assembler and
QuickBASIC. Specific channels were
expanded in time and amplitude (figs 1C and

1D). Cursors running through the data were
used to measure latency and amplitude differ-
ences between channels. Because interictal
events recorded by depth electrodes can show
enormous variability in amplitude, polarity,
and waveform within and between patients,
no general mathematical technique for signal
processing was applied to all selected events.
Spectral analysis, cross correlation, complex
demodulation, and digital filtering were used
as appropriate to display relations among
channels. Statistical dispersion is given as SD in
all cases. Approximate surface amplitudes
produced by dipole currents located in mesial
temporal structures have been estimated for
an unbounded homogeneous medium (for-
mulae 12 and 13 from Sarvas"), with conduc-
tivities for grey and white matter given by
Barber and Brown.'9

Results
TYPES OF INTERICTAL ACTIVITY ACCORDING
TO SPATIOTEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION
Consistent patterns of interictal activity were
classified according to the morphology and
spatiotemporal distribution of interictal events
across deep and surface recordings. Five dis-
tinct types of interictal activity emerged.
More than one type was usually present in any
one patient.

Type I: events recorded only by deep electrodes
(deep only, "DO", figs 2 and 3)
Type I was interictal activity recorded by
deep electrodes but not identifiable as
epileptiform activity in surface recordings
except by referring to simultaneous deep
recordings (see figs 2 and 3). This type was
observed in 11 patients and was the most fre-
quent type of interictal activity in eight
patients.

Type II: events recorded in depth and surface
with no latency differences (synchronous,
"Synch", figs 2 and 4)
This type (present in 11 patients) corresponds
to interictal spikes that showed latency differ-
ences shorter than 10 ms (two samples)
between depth and scalp recordings or
between different depth or scalp electrodes.
These recordings often appear as synchronous
events in surface and depth. All channels that
record this type of event show similar wave-
forms although with different amplitude or
polarity (fig 4).

Type III: events that showed latency differences of
10-50 ms between different recording sites (short
latency, "SL", fig 3)
In this type, interictal events recorded by
depth and surface electrodes may appear as
synchronous spikes at the standard EEG
paper speed. On an expanded time scale,
latency differences can be seen of up to 50 ms
between the beginning or between the peaks
of interictal events in depth and surface
recordings, or between different depth or surface
electrodes. This type was present in nine
patients.
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Figure 1 Propagation of
interictal activity along the
mesial aspect of the right
temporal lobe in patient 7.
(A) and (B) Scalp and
FO recordings of two
examples recorded in the
same patient. (C) and
(D) Same events on
expanded time scale. The
events increase in
amplitude and in duration
as they propagate,
presumably recruiting more
neuronal activity for a
longer time. On the scalp
the signal is recorded with
largest amplitude at F8 but
also at Fp2, A2, and T4.
The spike at RFO2 takes
place 40 ms after the initial
spike at RFO3. Note the
striking similarities
between recordings at F8
and RFOL. Both electrodes
record mainly a high
amplitude sharp wave in
the alpha range (9 Hz)
with a 105 ms delay with
respect to the initial RFO3
spike. Electrodes RFOI
and F8 are about 4 cm
apart and show nearly the
same trace, regardless of
different amplitudes
probably due to bone
attenuation. On the
contrary, RFO2 and
RFO3 are 1 and 2 cm
apartfrom FOI and all
three show different
waveforms. Note that the
main deflections on RFO2,
RFO1, and F8 are
preceded by small
amplitude deflections.
RFO2 spike is
preceded by a low
amplitude rhythm that
starts simultaneously with
RFO3 spike. RFO1 and
scalp main deflections are
preceded by a low
amplitude notch that takes
place 15-20 ms after
RFO3 spike. Numbers to
the right of traces indicate
the relative display gain for
the corresponding channels
and the ones below.
Calibration marks
correspond to 400 ,u V in A
and B, and 200 #V in C
and D, in the channels
with relative gain of 1.
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Type IV: events which showed latency
differences larger than 50 ms between different
recording sites (long latency, "LL", figs 1, 3B, 5,
and 6)
Six patients showed latency differences of 50
to 220 ms between deep and surface record-
ings, or between different deep or surface
electrodes. In this type of event, deflections
were recorded by some depth and some sur-
face electrodes, regardless of their latency
differences. The same range of latency differ-
ences was seen whether the beginning or the
peak of the transient waveform was consid-
ered. Often in this type of interictal activity,
the spike component in the depth had already
ended when a sharp or slow wave was
recorded on the surface, and the waveform
was often different between surface and
depth. Therefore, only consistent multi-
channel patterns that were repeatedly
recorded in the same patient were considered,
to confirm that the large latency differences
did not represent recordings from indepen-
dent asynchronous interictal foci. About 70% of
events corresponding to this type of interictal
activity were preceded by some form of low
amplitude deflection in the surface EEG.
These included: (1) low amplitude (10-40
,uV) deflections, synchronous with a spike in
the depth; (2) low amplitude deflections
(10-40 ,uV) with delays (SL or LL) with
respect to deep spikes (figs 1 and 6); or (3)
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Figure 2 Examples ofDO and Synch interictal activity
in patient 3. Three spikes are successively recorded in the
right FO contacts. The first two are associated with a clear
spike and wave on the scalp and there are no time delays
between FO and scalp spikes (Synch). The third spike is
not associated with a clear scalp correlate (DO). Note that
the first and third spikes show completely different scalp
activity even though their spatial and temporal distribution
in the FO electrodes are nearly identical. The calibration
mark corresponds to 800 ,uVin channels of relative gain of 1.

Figure 1, C and D.
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Figure 3 Two types of
interictal activity in patient
6. (A) Example ofDO
and SL interictal activity:
spikes on the scalp
(A2, T4, and T6) show
15-20 ms delays with
respect to RFOI and
RFO2. Note there is a first
spike involving RFO1 and
RFO2, associated with no
obvious scalp epileptiform
activity, and with
amplitude in the same
range as the second, SL
spike. (B) Type LL
interictal activity: spikes in
deep contacts are followed
by ipsilateralfrontal slow
waves. Note that surface
recordings show a small
notch nearly simultaneous
with spikes in the FO
electrodes. Careful latency
analysis, however, showed
20 ms delays between FQ
spikes and scalp notches.
Note that F spikes in the
same range of amplitudes
can be associated with no
deflection, a small
deflection, or a proper
spike on the scalp.
Calibration marks
correspond to 1000,V
in channels of relative gain
of 1.

Figure 4 Example of
Synch interictal activity
(patient 2). Synchronous
events in surface and
depth. All channels that
record the event show the
same components although
with different amplitude
andlor polarity. The
calibration mark
corresponds to 1000 ,uV in
channels of relative gain
of 2.
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low amplitude surface recordings with differ-
ent morphology from deep events, such as
the onset of low amplitude surface rhythmic
activity coincident with deep spikes or runs of
sharp waves (see figs 1 and 8).

Type V: events recorded only by subdural or scalp
electrodes (surfiace only, "SO", fig 7)
In this type of event, interictal epileptiform
activity was recorded only by surface elec-
trodes. Latency differences of the ranges
described above could be seen between sur-
face electrodes (fig 7). This type was recorded
in two patients.

Complex mixtures of the types described
were often found within the same interictal
event. For instance, different ranges of latency
differences were often found between deep
and surface recordings, among deep record-
ings, or among surface traces (figs 5, 6, and
7). The table shows the different types of tem-
poral relations present in each patient.
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AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTIONS IN DEPTH AND
SURFACE
Interictal spikes showed average maximal
amplitudes of 595 ,uV (SD 263 uV) when
recorded by intracerebral electrodes, 590 (SD
338) ,uV by FO electrodes, 514 (SD 304) ,uV
by subdural electrodes, and 186 (SD 84) ,uV
on the scalp. In any one event recorded at
both surface and depth contacts, the ratio of
subdural to depth amplitudes was 0-86 (SD
0-27) and the ratio of scalp to FO amplitudes
was 0 35 (SD 0K17). One patient was studied
simultaneously with depth, subdural, and
scalp electrodes over temporal regions.
Interictal spikes of the same polarity and fre-
quency characteristics (apart from superim-
posed muscle activity) were recorded by
subdural and scalp electrodes in this patient,
and the ratio of scalp to subdural amplitudes
was 0-22.

LATERALITY CORRELATIONS BETWEEN SURFACE
AND DEPTH W1THIN THE SAME EVENT
Of all events recorded by surface electrodes,
most (87-6%) were unilaterally recorded by
surface electrodes and ipsilateral deep elec-
trode(s), regardless of whether the FO or

40.
a)

L-

.0

C/)

intracerebral recording protocol was used. In
only 0-87% of all events was the surface activ-
ity recorded exclusively contralateral to deep
activity. In 3-4% of events activity was unilateral
in deep electrodes and bilateral on the sur-
face. In 3 9% of the events, activity was
recorded bilaterally in deep electrodes and
unilaterally on the surface and in 4-3% of
events activity was recorded bilaterally by
deep and surface electrodes.

DIPOLAR DISTRIBUTION IN THE DEPTH
Patient 1 often showed phase reversals
between two consecutive intracerebral chan-
nels, which suggested the existence of a single
dipole generator adjacent to the intracerebral
electrodes (interictal spikes recorded with
opposite polarity by two contiguous intracere-
bral contacts and decreasing in amplitude
with distance). When this was the case, sub-
dural electrodes never recorded interictal
activity associated with events that showed
this type of distribution in the depth. These
spikes showed largest amplitude at the left
anterior hippocampus contact 5, with typical
peak amplitudes of around - 500 uV with
respect to a remote scalp reference. They were

Figure 5 Two examples
ofLL interictal activity
from patient 10. Spike and
wave activity in left
anterior andposterior
hippocampus isfollowed,
after a 105 ms delay, by
sharp waves in left and
rightfrontal depth
electrodes and in left lateral
frontal subdural electrodes.
Calibration mark
corresponds to 1000 y V.
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Figure 6 Neocortical
propagation of interictal
activity (patient 11).
Polymorphic spikes
recorded in the right
amygdala and anterior
hippocampus show
synchronous onset.
Negative spikes are
recorded by anterior
temporal subdural
electrodes, simultaneous
with positive spikes in
posterior temporal regions,
with no significant delay
with respect to deep spikes.
Delays, however, of over
200 ms are present in
spikeslsharp waves
recorded in the lateral and
orbital aspects of the
frontal lobe and in the
superior contacts of the
anterior and posterior
temporal electrodes, which
are possibly lying over
parietal regions. Note how
a wave of activity
propagates along the
orbitofrontal contacts and
the anterior temporal
contacts 4 to 2, providing
evidence for
intraneocortical
propagation of epileptiform
activity. All waves of
delayed activity are
preceded by small
amplitude notches of
variable delays. Note that
spikes recorded by depth
electrodes show shorter
duration and higher
frequency components than
activity recorded by
subdural electrodes. The
calibration mark
corresponds to 800 ,uV
in channels of relative gain
of 3.
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Figure 7 Example ofLL and SO interictal discharges
(patient 8). (A) Two spikes are consecutively recorded by
the right anterior temporal subdural electrodes. The
calibration mark corresponds to 500 , V in channels of
relative gain of 4. (B-see opposite page) Same event
expanded in time: The first spike is recorded in the right
anterior hippocampus and shows no significant delays
among channels at our sampling rates. The second spike,
however, propagates along the right anterior temporal
electrodes that are situated 2-5 mm apart from each other
and is not clearly recorded in the depth. Note how
amplitude and sharpness decrease as the spike propagates
along the subdural electrodes, perhaps reflecting gradual
synchronicity loss.
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recorded with opposite polarity and half the
amplitude (about 250 ,uV) at contact 6, situ-
ated 2-5 mm inferior to contact 5.

FREQUENCY SPECTRA OF SPIKES AND

PRECEDING RHYTHMIC ACTIVITY
In interictal activity type DO, SL, and LL,
spikes recorded by deep electrodes often
showed shorter duration and sharper wave-
forms than surface events (figs 1, 4, 5, 6, 7,
and 8). Surface events usually consisted of
negative sharp/slow waves or negative spikes

followed by a slow wave of opposite polarity.
Interictal events recorded in the depth were
usually sharper spikes, often polyphasic, with
several consecutive sharp deflections (figs 5,
6, 7, and 8).

CORRELATION BETWEEN INTERICTAL AND
ICTAL FOCI
The relations in topographies of ictal onset
foci and interictal foci (sites where interictal
spikes were recorded) were studied. In all
patients in whom a single ictal onset zone was
found in the depth (five patients with intra-
cerebral electrodes and two with FO elec-
trodes) the electrodes that recorded the onset of
ictal activity also recorded frequent interictal
spikes. In all seven patients, however, there
were also frequent independent interictal
spikes in at least one deep electrode contralat-
eral to the site of onset of seizures. Recorded
surface interictal events could be associated
with any of the deep interictal foci, regardless of
their capacity to trigger seizures. In three
patients, surface interictal spikes that were
recorded independently on either side had
associated activity recorded at the ipsilateral
deep electrodes. In three patients only the
deep interictal spikes that were seen at the site
of onset of seizures were associated with inter-
ictal activity on the surface. In one patient,
however, interictal events recorded by surface

Table For each patient is shown the topography of interictal events analysed by computer, the presence of different types
of delays, the number of interictal events analysed, the number of seizures recorded during telemetry, and the ictal onset as
suggested by ictal telemetry recordings

Patient Topography Number Number Seizure
number DO Synch SL LL SO interictal interictal seizures onset

1 + d ds - - RAMY, R, PT, RAT 4 4 L PH
s L AH*, L PH*

2 - d s s - LAMY,LAH,LPH 4 6 LPH
s LMF, LLF, LOF, LAH
ds L AT, R AMY*

3 + d d - - RFO, F8, F4, T4, 5 6 nk
s T6, L FO*
ds

4 + d ds - - LFO, Fp2, F8, T6 2 7 LFO
s RFO* RFO

5 + - - - - RFO,LFO* 3 3 RFO

6 + d d ds - L FO, Fpl, F3, F7 4 1 nk
s s R FO*, Fp2*,
ds ds F4*, F8*

7 + s d ds - RFO, F8, Fp2, T4, 3 4 RFO?
ds ds

8 + d s - + RAH, RAT 5 3 RAH
s ds LAMY*, LPH*
ds

9 + d s - + RAMY*, LAH, 4 4 LPH
s ds L PH, L AT, L PT,
ds L OF

10 + d - d - RMF, L, MF, LAH, 4 4 mf
L PH, L OF, L LF

11 + d - d - RAMY, RAH, ROF 4 6 RAMY
s ds RLF, RAT, RPT RAH
ds LAMY*

12 + d d ds - RFO, Fp2, F4, F8 3 5 LFO
s ds L FO*, Fpl*

F3*, F7*

DO = deep only; Synch = synchronous; SL = short latency; LL = long latency; SO = surface only; + = present; d = present
among deep recordings; s = present among surface recordings; ds = present between deep and surface recordings;- = not present;
R = right; L = left; FO = Foramen ovale electrodes; nk = not known; mf = multifocal; INTRACEREBRAL ELECTRODES:
AMY = amygdala; AH = anterior hippocampus; PH = posterior hippocampus; MF = mesial frontal; SUBDURAL
ELECTRODES: PT = posterior temporal; AT = anterior temporal; LF = lateral frontal; OF = orbitofrontal; independent interic-
tal events are marked with different numbers of asterisks.
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electrodes were associated with spikes
recorded only by deep electrodes contralateral
to the ictal onset zone, even though frequent
interictal spikes were recorded independently
by deep electrodes at the ictal onset focus.

Figure 8 Interictal
spikelsharp wave preceded
by rhythmic build up
(patient 12). The scalp
spike is preceded by a 300
ms rhythmic activity at 12
Hz. This scalp rhythmic
activity coincides with a 16
Hz rhythm at the LFO2
and LFO3 that halts
about 200 ms before the
main scalp spike. Note
that the scalp spike
coincides with a

polymorphic sharp wave at
LFO2 and LFO3, and
smoother sharp waves at
LFOS and LFO6. The
calibration mark
corresponds to 600 , V in
foramen ovale recordings.
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ANALYSIS OF ICTAL ACTIVITY
Electrical ictal events in complex partial
seizures often remained confined to a limited
number of deep contacts for a few seconds
before spikes are recorded on the surface.
Onset of seizures is often associated with the
appearance of rhythmic electrical activity in
deep recordings which can be largely charac-
terised by a single frequency. Because electro-
magnetic fields propagate with the speed of
light, an increment in the power of any oscilla-
tor should be associated with an instanta-
neous increase in the power of the oscillation
frequency at all recording sites where the signal
from the oscillator is above noise levels. Visual
inspection and spectral analysis showed that
when a single ictal onset zone was found,
large amplitude frequency components
appearing at ictal onset in the deep contacts
were not present above noise levels in surface
contacts for several seconds. Figure 9 gives an
example. Although Fourier analysis provides
a strong additional tool in the characterisation
of rhythmic phenomena, it has not been com-
monly applied to the estimation of volume
conduction at seizure onset. A more detailed
analysis of ictal activity in 15 patients will be
reported elsewhere.

Discussion
The results presented in this study suggest
that different neural populations may be
sequentially or simultaneously active at rela-
tively widely separated locations during interictal
paroxysmal events. In general, there is no
consistent relation between depth and surface
recordings, and in most cases no single source
can account for the temporal or spatial distrib-
ution of depth and surface potentials. Phase
reversals in deep recordings compatible with
dipolar generators are rarely recorded. The
spatial distribution of voltage in deep record-
ings is typically non-dipolar, showing spikes in
the same range of amplitudes in two or three
contiguous electrodes and suddenly disap-
pearing in the next electrode, situated only a
few millimetres apart, perhaps reappearing in
other electrodes further away. Moreover,
interictal epileptiform events are often not
recorded simultaneously by deep and surface
electrodes, although showing specific spatio-
temporal patterns within patients, suggesting
that epileptiform activity often propagates
quickly along neural pathways. Furthermore,
spikes recorded by intracerebral and subdural
electrodes show the same range of maximal
amplitudes, and voltage gradients recorded
from deep structures (less than 1000
,uV/2-5 mm, with equivalent dipoles in the
order of 2 nA-m) cannot account for signal
amplitudes recorded by subdural or scalp
electrodes, or for the strength of hypothetical
deep dipoles calculated from scalp MEG or
EEG recordings (in the order of 300-600
nA-m).

LATENCY DIFFERENCES
The largest proportion of interictal activity is
recorded only by deep electrodes. Often deep
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Figure 9 Analysis of ictal activity in patient 1. (a) Onset of rhythmic ictal activity on the left anterior hippocampus (contacts 4 and 5). The peak to
peak amplitude on contact 5 is 360 pVduring thefirst nine cycles. Power analysis revealed the main frequency of the rhythmic transformation at 14 8
(±0 39) Hz. (b) Time evolution of the amplitude at 14.8 Hz of the EEG Foutier transform calculatedfor consecutive epochs of 1 28 sec recorded during
4 minutes, which included preictal, ictal and postictal activity. The onset of ictal activity coincides with the vertical mark. Note that the increase in 14 8
Hz activity which characterises seizure onset remains localised to left anterior hippocampusfor about 15-20 seconds. As volume conduction propagates
instantaneously within the brain, this finding indicates that significant amounts of ictal activity reach the surface only after neural propagation.

events with similar amplitudes, or even wave-
forms, occur both with and without sig-
nificant accompanying surface signals (figs 2
and 4). Therefore, events recorded only by
deep electrodes must represent neuronal
activity that does not propagate significantly
through neural pathways to the gyri.
More direct evidence ofneuronal propagation

of interictal activity from deep structures to
the neocortices in humans is provided by time
delays between deep and surface recordings.
Delays of as much as 220 ms between deep
interictal spikes and surface activity have been
measured. The shortest delays (SLs) are asso-
ciated with surface spikes, whereas longer
latency differences (LLs) are associated with
surface sharp or slow waves, often preceded
by low amplitude rhythmic activity or a small
deflection. Because the main waveform is usu-
ally the same in deep and surface SL activity,
delays in the range of 10-50 ms could in prin-
ciple be explained by: (1) the filtering behav-
iour of the tissues due to their passive
electrical properties (resistance, capacitance)
in the presence of a single source closer to
deep electrodes; and (2) different channels
recording different electromagnetic sources
that correspond to neural populations that
share a generic form of activation in response to
a common epileptogenic event. The filtering
behaviour of the tissues seems to be negligible
at the frequencies of interest. It has been
shown that the cerebral white matter behaves
predominantly in a resistive manner up to
20 kHz20 and the dielectric permittivity and
electrical conductivity of fresh and fixed bone are

independent of frequency up to 100 kHz.2'
Alternatively, different cortical regions could
be activated nearly simultaneously by fast
conductive fibres from a deep source, presum-
ably close or within mesial temporal struc-
tures but perhaps from other subcortical or
limbic structures. In any one SL interictal
spike, all channels that record the event often
show a similar pattern consisting of a negative
or positive spike followed by a slow wave of
opposite polarity, each component showing
different duration and sharpness, presumably
reflecting differences in cell synchronisation.

Longer latency interictal activity provides
clear evidence for neural propagation of activ-
ity from deep sources to the neocortex. Sharp or
slow waves are recorded 50 to 220 ms after a
deep spike. Neither the waveform nor the
large delay, nor the fact that delayed activity
often has larger amplitude than early spikes,
can be explained by tissue filtering. Deep
interictal spikes often occur, however, with
low amplitude deflections or rhythmic activity
recorded on the surface preceding the main
sharp wave (figs 1, 4, 6, and 8). These initial low
amplitude deflections show SL and LL delays,
which suggest that they could represent a vol-
ley of arriving activity that triggers local phe-
nomena responsible for the generation of late
sharp waves (Figs 1 and 7).

In seven patients, a proportion of interictal
spikes showed no delays between deep and
surface electrodes (Synch). The lack of delay
could in principle be explained by a single
source. Amplitude inconsistencies between
deep and surface recordings exist, however
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(see later). Alternatively, as with SL, Synch
activity could also represent a generic mecha-
nism of cortical activation by fast conducting
fibres driven by deep sources or by a structure
from which activity has not been recorded.
SO interictal activity (recorded only on the

surface) may represent events only involving
neocortex, or those in which deep activity, if
present, has not been detected in depth
recordings.

AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTION

Even when latency differences are compatible
with a single deep source, amplitude inconsis-
tencies exist. There is no clear proportionality
between amplitude distributions in depth and
surface within the same patient. Nearly identi-
cal interictal events in the depth can accom-

pany completely different events on the
surface (figs 2 and 4) and vice versa (fig. 7).
The spatial distribution of voltage in deep
recordings is usually not clearly dipolar, often
showing spikes in the same range of ampli-
tudes at two or three contiguous electrodes,

abruptly disappearing at the next electrode,
situated only a few millimetres apart, perhaps
reappearing at other electrodes further away.

The topography of interictal paroxysms is
quite localised in the depth, often recordable
over no more than one or two centimetres, yet
showing a relatively wide distribution and
high amplitude on the surface (fig 2). Also,
depth and subdural interictal spikes show the
same range of amplitudes. These features of
spatial distribution suggest that neural popu-

lations located as far as several centimetres
apart should be simultaneously active during
interictal activity, a situation that could
severely hamper space discrimination in
dipole source localisation.

Also, phase reversals in deep recordings
compatible with the existence of deep dipoles are

rare. In our series some interictal activity in
only one patient showed dipolar distribution
in the depth, with voltages of about 750 ,uV
between two hippocampal electrodes situated
2-5 mm apart. Assuming grey matter resistivity
of 2-84 ohm m'9 and assuming that the mea-

sured voltages were generated by a dipole
located in the hippocampus between both
electrodes for example, 1 mm from contact
5, the current dipole in the depth would have to
be of the order of 2 nA-m. The largest volt-
ages generated at the subdural space or on the
scalp (situated about 4 and 5 cm from mesial
temporal structures) by a 2 nA m current
dipole would be of the order of 0-7 and
0A45 puV respectively (assuming white matter
resistivity = 6-82 ohm m19). Similarly, assum-

ing the magnetic permeability of human tis-
sues of the same order as the magnetic
permeability of free space, the largest
magnetic fields generated over the scalp by a

current dipole of 2 nA-m situated in mesial
temporal structures would be 88 fT.
Therefore, EEG amplitudes measured on the
surface are three orders of magnitude larger
than predicted by a single dipole situated in
mesial temporal structures, with strength
compatible with amplitudes generated in the
depth. Similarly, measured MEG scalp spikes
(about 1 pT) are one order of magnitude bigger
than predicted.

INCONSISTENCIES BETWEEN THE AMPLITUDE

OF DEEP EPILEPTIFORM ACTIVITY, THE
STRENGTH OF DEEP DIPOLES CALCULATED

FROM SCALP MEASUREMENTS AND THE

AMPLITUDE OF SCALP SIGNALS PRODUCED BY

DEEP IMPLANTED DIPOLES

Several studies with deep implanted elec-
trodes and simultaneous subcortical, cortical,
and scalp recordings have shown that poten-
tial differences due to deep dipoles are attenu-
ated by over 1:5000 on the scalp and are

undetectable in the EEG unless dipole volt-
ages are much higher than those ever found in
brain tissue. It was concluded that volume
conduction inside the brain is very small.2223
Recent work has shown that deep implanted
dipoles require highly supraphysiological
current intensities to generate relatively
small signals on the scalp. For instance, cur-

rent dipoles of the order of 320 nA-m (the

Figure 9(B) continued.
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maximum allowed by safety regulations in the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology) were
required to produce 15 pV deflections on the
scalp.24 This means that for amplitudes of
epileptiform activity reported in the present
study (intracranial voltage gradients in the
range of 750 ,uV/2 5 mm, with equivalent cur-
rents of about 2 nA-m and scalp amplitudes of
186,uV), the ratio of deep-to-superficial elec-
trical activity recorded on the scalp during an
interictal event would be of the order of
1:2000. Furthermore, the strength of hippo-
campal dipoles calculated from scalp MEG or
EEG measurements, being of the order of
300-600 nA-m, is well above currents
required to generate the amplitudes of deep
signals measured in this study. Dipoles of this
strength would generate voltage gradients of
about 80 mV across sites situated 2-5 mm
apart across the dipole, which are about two
orders of magnitude larger than the amplitude
of spikes ever recorded in the brain. These
estimations suggest that signals spreading by
volume conduction from deep sources are
hardly recordable on the scalp. This implies
that scalp EEG signals arise from generators
closer to the scalp than the estimated deep
dipoles. Few authors who use modelling to
locate equivalent dipoles give estimates of
their values. The amplitude of scalp measure-
ments used for modelling, however, imply
dipole magnitudes far in excess of the signal
strength observed in depth signals-for exam-
ple, a 100 ,uV spike widely distributed over the
anterior temporal region would require a
mesial temporal dipole moment of about
100-600 nA-m.

ANATOMICOPHYSIOLOGICAL BASIS OF NEURAL
PROPAGATION
The existence of mutual interconnections
between amygdala and hippocampus and
widespread projections from both structures
to the neocortices have been well established
(for reviews see Lopes da Silva et al25 and
Pandya and Yeterian26). They provide an
anatomical substrate to the interictal propaga-
tion of activity from deep sources to neocortex
or in the opposite direction. In particular,
Amaral and Price have described extensive
projections from the amygdala to the pole of
the temporal lobe, the superior temporal
gyrus and the medial and orbital surfaces of
the frontal lobe.27 This is consistent with the
finding that mesial temporal spikes are often
associated with lateral frontal, orbitofrontal
and anterior temporal spikes or sharp waves
on subdural electrodes (figs 5, 6, and 7) and
with anterior temporal spikes on the scalp
(figs 1, 2, 4, and 8); see also Hughes.28
Unfortunately little is known about the
diameter of fibres projecting from mesial
temporal structures to the neocortex and
whether their conduction velocity could
account for the neocortical activation by
mesial temporal structures with the latency
differences described (more than 3 m/s for LL
delays and 1-2 to 3 m/s for SL). Very fast con-
ducting rates have been found, however, in
the CNS. For instance, the first cortical com-

ponents of somatosensory evoked responses
appear with 20 ms delay after medial nerve
stimulation.29 Assuming a peripheral conduc-
tion velocity of about 60 m/s for the fastest
afferent fibres (12,um diameter A fibres),30
peripheral conduction probably takes at least
10 ms, leaving 10 ms for central conduction
to occur from the cervical spinal cord to
somatosensory cortex. Similarly, large areas of
the neocortex could be synchronised in a few
milliseconds by mesial temporal structures, or
archicortex and neocortex could be activated
simultaneously by a limbic or a subcortical
pacemaker, perhaps thalamic. In any case, at
the usual sampling rates, short or absent
delays are compatible with activation of tem-
poral and frontal neocortex through fast con-
ducting fibres from deep sources. Even for the
slowest axonal conduction, however, delays
over 70 ms require a multisynaptic pathway,
presumably with intracortical or subcortical
relays. We have noted that neocortical events
which show long delays are often preceded by
a low amplitude deflection or rhythmic activ-
ity that starts with a deep spike (figs 1, 4, 6,
and 8). This low amplitude activity could rep-
resent an initial neocortical afferent volley that
is responsible for the generation of local
changes that will in turn give way to a propa-
gated sharp/slow wave under appropriate con-
ditions.

NEURAL SYNCHRONICITY
An interesting finding is that deep recordings
often show sharper and shorter spikes than
surface recordings. Synchronisation could be
lost as the wave travels, probably due to statis-
tical differences in synaptic delays or fibre
conduction velocities. Moreover, deep spikes
can be associated with surface spikes, sharp
waves, or slow activity, down to the delta
range. Usually the slowest activities showed
the longest delays and more widespread spa-
tial distribution. These findings are consistent
with the suggestion that sharper epileptiform
activity and fast spikes are more common
when recording from close to the neural gen-
erator of epileptiform activity.3'

NEURAL V ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPAGATION
Our results regarding latency and spatial dis-
tributions, suggest that interictal activity is a
complex phenomenon in which relatively
large areas of neocortex and archicortex can
be simultaneously or consecutively activated
through three mechanisms: (1) by fast associa-
tion fibres directly, (2) by fast association
fibres that trigger local phenomena which
might in turn give way to sharp/slow waves or
spikes, and (3) propagation along the cortex.
Also, there must be a generic mechanism by
which widespread areas of the cortex generate
certain patterns in response to epileptiform
events. Specific factors such as neuron net-
work anatomy, dynamics, or previous state
could condition the cortex to generate spike-
and-wave, sharp, or slow waves as a response.
The simultaneous activation of large areas of
the neocortex in a generic form can simulate
electrical activity distributed over a wide solid
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angle, similar to that generated by a deep single
electrical source. In this context, the distinc-
tion between electromagnetic and neuronal
propagation of the signal can be difficult
because the existence of multiple solutions to the
inverse problem complicates modelling in the
presence of multiple sources. For instance it
can be shown that the deeper the source the
wider the surface area where it is detected.32
Therefore, it could be difficult to distinguish
scalp electromagnetic fields generated by an
extended neocortical source from those gener-
ated by a single deep source on the basis of
the spatial distribution of external electromag-
netic fields. The magnitude of the dipole
moment should also be considered, and must be
compatible with physiological neuronal cur-
rents (with voltage gradients smaller than
1000,uV/25 mm). Hence, when deep and
surface sources are active simultaneously, as
seems to be the case in Synch and SL types,
the active sources nearest the recording sites
could mask or cancel activity from deep
sources, which additionally shows a very small
signal to noise ratio. Averaging would proba-
bly not improve the signal to noise ratio of
deep sources significantly, as simultaneous
signals from superficial sources, several hun-
dred times larger, are also time locked to the
average. Under these circumstances, model-
ling of neuronal activity as a single dipole or as
a small number of dipoles seems to be inade-
quate. In a situation where the contribution of
volume currents from deep sources to scalp
EEG is minimal and most of the surface EEG
or MEG is due to the activated neocortex
underlying the recording site, MEG would
not provide major advantages over EEG
recordings for deep source characterisation,
apart from being insensitive to radial currents
and the lack of patient reference. Never-
theless, a number of reports have localised
scalp epileptiform MEG activity to single
deep structures. As a deep temporal epilepto-
genic zone commonly produces, mainly prop-
agated, interictal EEG and MEG discharges
over the ipsilateral temporal neocortex which
can be represented by an equivalent dipole
within the temporal lobe, evidence of the
presence of such a zone (whether from depth
recording, neuroimaging, or clinical outcome
of lobectomy) does not amount, as several
authors have claimed, to validation of dipole
modelling.

RELATIONS BETWEEN ICTAL AND INTERICTAL
EVENTS
It is particularly important that surface inter-
ictal epileptiform activity can be driven by
structures that do not trigger seizures.
Moreover, in one out of five patients only
those interictal deep spikes that were con-
tralateral to the ictal onset zone could be
detected on the surface. This obviously poses a
difficult physiological problem to solve,
regardless of discussions about the ideal
mathematical model for the source, as not all
structures that seem to be active interictally
are able to trigger seizures. This can be a
neurophysiological substrate to the common

clinical finding that the analysis of interictal
activity may be misleading in lateralising the
seizure onset in partial epilepsy.33

Ictal electrical events in complex partial
seizures can remain confined to a limited
number of deep contacts for a few seconds
before activity is recorded on the surface (fig
3). The propagation of ictal activity has been
extensively studied since depth recordings
became available.' It has been reported that
the spread of seizures of mesial temporal ori-
gin takes place along preferential anatomical
pathways, most often to frontoorbital areas,
posterior cingulate gyrus, and contralateral
hippocampus. Apart from the last, these pro-
jections seem to largely coincide with those
followed by interictal discharges. The reason
why ictal activity can remain relatively con-
fined for seconds whereas interictal activity
can spread within milliseconds, causing a less
sustained phenomenon and much less symp-
tomatology, is not known but it poses an
important fundamental question about the
genesis and propagation of epileptiform activity.

CLINICAL RELEVANCE
This work corroborates the traditional inter-
pretation of EEG as being generated by cellu-
lar activity taking place near the electrode that
records discharges, and emphasises the
importance of ictal recordings. Propagation of
activity is likely, however, to follow certain
neural pathways. For instance, most activity
from deep sources seems to propagate to the
ipsilateral neocortex. Therefore, information
about deep epileptogenic foci could in principle
be obtained from detailed mapping of their
neocortical projection areas by means of scalp
EEG or MEG. In this respect, the association
of definite interictal patterns with surgical
outcome would be of paramount clinical
importance and the combined use of scalp
EEG and MEG could prove very helpful in
this task.34 As large areas of the neocortex can
be simultaneously active during interictal
events, the characterisation of electromagnetic
sources as a convoluted strip of dipoles, per-
haps superimposed on neocortical grey matter
identified on radiological images, seems to be a
more appropriate mathematical model than
isolated dipoles or clusters of dipoles.
Whether the topography of such neocortical
dipole arrays is reliably predictive of the location
of a deep pacemaker has yet to be established.
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